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Let G denote an infinite loutiy compact topological group. In this paper a topological 
transformation group is constructed in which all topological transformation groups 
(G, X, n) can be embdded for which X is a completely regular space of weight w(X) 6; 
the LindelH degree L(G) of G. As an applicaUdon, results of de Groot and of de Groat 
and McDowell are gtexleralized concerning the extension of the action of a groy,lp to a 
completion, resp. a compactification, of the phase space. 
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l,, Introduction 
A topological transformation group (t;tg) is a triple (G, X, n) with G 
a topological group, X a topological space and R : G X X + X a contin- 
uous function, satisfying the conditions 
(i) ?r(e, x) = x for every x E X (e denotes the identity of G), 
(ii) n(t,, r(t2, x)) = n(tlt2, x) for every tl, t2 E G and x E X. 
In this context, G is called the phase group, X is called the phase space, 
and w is called the action of the group fG on the space X. Let (G, X, n) 
beattg.Definewt:X+XandIr,:C+Xby 
n’(x) = n,(t) = n(t, x), t E G, x E x l 
It is clear that t * ?rt is a homomorphism of the group G into the group 
of all autohomeomorphisms of X: and that, for every x E X, IV, is a con- 
tinuous function on G into X A subset .B of X is called invewiant lcrlder 
the action n of G on X provided a(t, x) E B for every t E G and x E 
f the action on X is clear, then we simply call B an invariant subset cE_f 
X. For any invariant subset a ttg can be defined with 
I(t, x) t+ n(t, x) : G x 
. 
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Let C be a class of ~polugical !ransformation groups. A ttg (G, X, n) 
is said to be uni~~83~ th respect o C provided every mem 
be considered as a subsystem of (G, X, a). To be precise, let 
and (H# 2, O) be ttg’s. An embedding of (H, Y, p) in (H, 2, O) is a.. topo- 
lugical embeddingf : Y + Z such that 
f(P(t, Y)) = MC f(Y)) 
foreveryffWandyE Y. 
Now a ttg (6, X, n) is said to be ta~il~er~~b with respect o a class C 
of ttg’s if and only if every member of C has G as a phase group and is 
embeddable in (G, x# R). Observe, that we do not require (6, X, n) to 
belong to 6: The classical result concerning this problem with G = R is 
due to Bebutov, &f. [ 121, [8] and [43. For groups other than W we refer 
to [Z], [3] and [15]. 
In this paper we describe universal ttg’s with respect o actions of ar- 
bitrary infinite locally compact groups G. Extending methods of Carlson 
[4] we construct in Section 4 a ttg FG which is universal Par the class of 
all ttg’s (G, X, p) wi,th X a completely regular space of weight w(X) < L(G) 
(L(G) denotes the Lindelof degree of G). Since L(G) is infinite for the 
groups G under consideration, all actions o these groups on separable 
metrizable spaces X are included in this class. 
As an application we generalize results of de Groot and McDowell 
E7bl and of de Groot [7a] concerning the extension of the action of a 
ttg to a compactification, resp. a completion, of the phase space. 
2. Preliminaries itnd conven tiions 
As usual, C, denote the sets of complex numbers, real 
numbers, integers, and positive integers respectiveky. In addition, let T 
denote the torus group, 
T=(hIXEC&lXl=l}. 
The symbol “c'~ is always used 2s a strict inclusion. The: formula ‘“A C B 
or A = B99 is abbreviated “A C B99. The cardinality of a set A is denoted 
I; in particular, k4, = I 
Every topological sparse under consideration will be a Hausdorff space. 
henever X is a to ological space compact or 
note the space o tinuous real value 
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endowed with the concoct- cdl tiat u base for the 
nei of an element f E is fomled by all sets 
act subset of X and e > 0. 
e%known that qX) is a locally convex real vector space, com- 
plete in the corresponding additive uniformity. Observe tha!t c(X) is 
met&able (i.e, a Frechet space) if and only if 0 has a countable nei&h- 
bourhood base. Consequently we have 
c(x) is met&able * X is o-compact , 
A topological group is a group G endowed with a Hausdorff topol.ogy 
such that the mapping (8, t) + st A : G X G + G is continuous. In the 
sequel this mapping will be denoted by p. A topologicail group endowed 
with a locally compact Hausdorff topology-will simply be called a locally 
compact group. The identity element of a topological group G will be 
denoted by e, and the neighbourhood system of the identity in a topo- 
IO@& mOUp by Ye* 
Proposition 2.1. Let H be a lmdy cornpact group and let, for every 
t E H and f E C(H), the fimction p’(f) on H be de,fined by 
p’(f)(s)=f(st), SE H. 
Then p : (t, f) * p’(f) maps H X C(H) continuously onto C(H), and 
(HP CW, P) is a tts. 
Proof. This is well-known (cf. [6, Defn. 1.63])r D 
3. The concept of boundedness 
Lemma 3.1. Let (G, X, ?p) be a ttg with X cd uniform s,wce with unifor- 
mity U. The following conclitions are equivden t: 
0 i E U) (WE v,, ((t, x) E U!1( x- (W”(X)$ x) E a).. 
. L 
( 1 111 famiZy {rx I x E X} of funcSims from G iPI! it0 X is eqii~cG~~= 
tinuous at e. 
(iii) The jbiily {Q I x E x) of functions from G incic\ 
[y contimms on G, prov G is endowed with i 
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OQC (i) - (ii). Obvious from the definition faf equicontinuity. 
(i) * (liti). Let 0f E U There is a U E Vk such that, for eve 
have (&Q, X) E QI for all x E X Xn particular, if we replace x by R% 
(S E-G), th.en we obtain ?$+ts(~), #(x)) E cy for every x E X, s f: G and 
f E U. Thti means p&&y that (Q(U), IT&)) E a for every x E X, pros- 
vided (u, S) E G X G satisfies US-$ E u 
(iii) - (ii). Trivial. cl 
Definitkn 3.2. Let (G, X, n) be a ttg tith X a completely regular topo 
logi& space (that is, X is uniformizable). (G, X, n) is said to be bounded 
with respect to the mifor+mii;v U provided U is compatible with 7the 
topology of X, and one of the conditions of Lemma 3.1 holds. The ttg 
(G, X, n) is said to be botlnded if it is bounded with respec 
uniform@ kl. 1-n that case, lif X is metrtia?Ae and if the un 
may be chosen to be a metrical uniformity (i.e., a uniformity with a 
countable base), then (G, X, n) is called metricully bounded. 
Remark. In the literature, the term “motion equicontinuous” is some- 
times used instead of “bounded” (this is in accordance with (ii) ika Lemma 
3. I ). Our terminology is adapted from Carlson [ 41. His concept of 
boundedness i what we call metric boundedness. It should be noticed 
that, for ttg’s with metrizabie phase space, boundedness may not imply 
metric boundedness, not even in the case where the phase group is an 
infinite, a-compact locally compact group. However, we shall prove in 
Section 4 that in that case both concepts coincide if the phase space is 
a separable metrizable space. We now exhibit an example of a ttg with 
a non-compact, rr-compact locally compact phase group anZ a (non-separ- 
abk) metrizable phase space, which is bounded but not metrically 
bounded. 
Example. Let f (HP, YP, p)}#, be an uncountable collection of topolog- 
ical transformation gruups with YP = for every p E A. Mow fix TE A, 
let HT’ = and let rt be the rotation of YT = T over 2nt radians (t E H7 ;= 
For all other p E ‘4, let H,, = T and p(t, y) = ty (product in T) whenever 
(6 .v) E HP X 3”‘. Finally, let dP be the usual metric on YP. 
First we observe that 
bounded. In addition, if 
every p E A the ttg (Hi, YP, a) is (metrically) 
is the metric uniformity in Y,,, the 
implies that, for every p E unifs 
e wit e to of 11 use this 
reference. 
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be the top:,logical direct sum (d~jo~nt union) of the spaces 
+ X bc? the canonical injec pEA).ThenXisa 
non-compact metrizable s?yace. Next, ‘ret G = I p E A), the cartesian 
product group, endowed with the usual product topology. Then G is a 
non-compact, o-compact, lcucally compact group. Finally, define 
R: GX X+Xinsuchaway that,forallgEA, 
whenever x E YO and t = (tJpe4 E 6. Then rr is conttiuous, and it is 
easy to see that (G, X, ?r) is a ttg. 
Moreover, (G, X, n) is bounde& indeed, for p E: A and y1 E N, let 
WA )Z) = I(% 39 1 (x, ,I,” E yp x yp ~d,(x,3-9 < w 9 
and, for every finite subset B of A, kt 
Then B = ( t/(B, n) t n E N, B E. A finitz) is a base fc5 a unif’ormity U in 
X which is compatible with the topologlt of X Using the fact that for 
any cy E U we have (iP X i,)-‘(cr) + YP X, YP for at most finitely many 
p E .A and that for those p’s the ttg (H,, 16, p) is bounded, it is easy to 
see that the family {n, I x E X) of functions on C into X is equicontin: 
UQUS at e, that is, (G, X, n) is bounded with respect o C3 
However, it is not difficult to show that L’cannot haJ*c a countable 
base, because A is uncountable. Since X is mttrizable, X has a uniformity 
for its topology with a countable base. Let V w any such 2:~ uniformity 
ThenforsomePE V;B,?{pIpEA &($,X i,JwlCp)+ Tk,X Y,)isin- 
finite; otherwise V would equal the uxifqrmity ‘!!I dei;cr+ed above, which 
has not a countable: base. Now let Y be a neighb<\urhood f e in G, say 
V = II{ V”” I p E A} with VP # H&, for only a finite’aumber cf p’s in A. 
Since I?, is an infmite subset of A, there is some & B, suc”h that u/o =I$- 
Now take t = (tp)pEA such that fr, E VP whenever pi’\;# o (for example? 
t, ‘is the identity of I$) and take t, E Vh such that ’ 
(uft,, Y~Y) f$ (i, x j,)% 
for some y E Yom Then for x L= i,(y) we have 
(W9 JO, XI = (i,(a($ Y D, f,(Y )I $0 l 
n) is not bounded 
(G, X, n) cannot be metrically bounded. 
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~u~?~~ti~~ 3.3. Let CC, X, n) be u ttg whfch is embedduble in a ttg 
(G,%Y, p) wit/z a cumpact phase space Y. Then (G, X, n) is bounded. If 
X is metrizable and Y con be chosen to be met&able, then (6, X, w) is 
metrically bo wded. 
00% (Cf. Carlson [4]). An. elementary compactness ;argume 
that the uniformity U of Y satisfies condition (i) of Lemma 3.1. IIence 
(G, X, 1) is bounded with respect to the relative uniformity of X in 
(Y, V). The second statement of the proposition isa trivial corollary of 
the first one.0 
CoroIIary 3.4 (Carlson [4]). Let G and X be Zocally compact. Then any 
ttg (G, X, n) is bounded. If( in addition, X is separubli and met&able, 
then any ttg (G, X, n) i$ metrically bounded. 
Proof. Let Y = X CI (-} be the one-point compactification f X. Notice 
that Y is met&able whenever X is separable and met&able. Let 
p : G X Y + Y be the extension of n such that p(t, -) = - for every 
t E G. Then p is continuous and (G, Y, p) is a ttg in which (G, X, .r) is 
embeddable bythe canonical injection of X into Y. Now apply Proposi- 
tion 3.3. c) 
Remark (1) other elcamples ofbounded ttg”s (G, X, n) are provided if
we take discre,te phase groups G. Such ttg’s are bounded with respect 
to any uniformity for X. In particular, if X is met&able, (G, X, ?p) is 
metrically bounded. 
(2) In Section 4 wb shall prove the converse of Proposition 3.3 for 
ttg’s (G, X, nl with G an infinite locally compact group and X a com- 
pletely regular space of weight w(X) Q L(G), the LindelSf degree of G. 
We conclude this section with a disclAssion f bounded subsystems 
of the ttg (H, C(E), p) defined in Proposition 2.3 (H a locally compact 
group). A subset Q of C(H) is said to be uniformly bounded provided 
there is an M > 0 such that sup{ If(t)1 ! t E W} < M for every f E &'2. In 
CO we shall consider only the additive uniformity U& related with the 
compact-open topology in C(H) and the structure of C(H)as a topological 
ace in the usual way. 
r convenience, the on of the uniformity Ua to a subset of 
will also be called (in that subset) 
osition 3.5. Let H be Q locally compmt up and let 62 be a uni- 
formly buunded invarknt subset c+f C(H). The following conditions are 
subsystem (HP a, p) of (K, C’(H), ,D) is bounded with respect 
(i$2 is equicontinuous CVI H. 
If one of these conditiovzs holds, then the ttg (H, a, p) is embeddable 
in Q ttg (H, Y, o) with compact phase space Y. If, in addition, His or-corn- 
pact, then Y may be supposed to be met&able. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Boundedness of (H, St, a) with respect o i+$ means that 
for every compact K C H and every G > 0 there is a U E Ve such that, for 
all (t, f) E U X S’2, we have 
(Vs E K)(lf(st) - f(s)1 < E). 
In particular, if we fix s E H and take K = {s}, then the corresponding 
UE Fe satisfies the condition 
If (24) - f(s)1 < e 
for every f E St and every u E skT. Consequently, a is equicontinuous at 
every pomt s E H. 
(ii) * (i). Since s1 is !naiformly bounded, equicontinuity of a implies 
that the cihxure a of Ci is compact (cf. [ 13, p. 2331). Because_each p’ 
is .an autohomeomorphism of C(H) which maps a onto itself, s1 is an 
invariant subset cf QH). Now (H, a, p) is a ttg with compact phase 
space in which (27, 52,~) is embeddable in the obvious way. Since the 
uniformity of 32 is plainly the additive uniformity, (i) follows immedia- 
tely from (the proof of) Proposition 3.3. Finally, if H is u-compact, 
C(H) is met&able, so that Q is met&able as wel1.U 
universal t0polo~kal transformation group FG . 
We begin with ;I description of the system IQ. To this end we need 
the following observation. 
Let (T, X, n) be a ttg, let S be a topological ,T <Iup, and let $ : S + T 
be a continuous homomorphkm. Then. the function ‘% : S X X + X, de- 
fined by 
‘iibl x) = n(#(s), x), s E s, .x E 
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is continuous,-and (8, -X, ?) is a ttg (cf. 16, 1.321 where (S, X, ‘ii) is 
called hn (8, @) resWc&n sf (T, X, v)). %w we consider a Zocally com- 
pact grsup G. Since G x G is locally compact as well, we may define a 
ttg (G X G, C(G X G), p) following Proposition 2.3. If Q, : G + G X G is 
defined by g(s) = (s, S) (S E G), our universal system is, in fact, the (G# 9) 
Arestriction of (G X G, C(G X G), p).. We describe it explicitly in the 
following: 
lkfinition 4.1. Lt3t G be a locally compact group and let r : G X C(GX G)-, 
C(G .X G) be defined by 
for every 1’ E G, fE C'(G X G) and (Q, s2) E G X G. The topological 
transformation group (G, C(G X G), r) which is defjined in this way will 
be denoted by Fc& 
Recall that the weight of a topological space X is defined by 
w(X) = mm{ IA IB is an open base for X) 
and that the U&e&f degree of X is defined by 
L(X) = min(K I each open covering of 2- has a subcovering of 
cardinality .K}. ’ 
It is well-known that L(X) < w(X) (for a systematic treatment of car- 
dinal numbers reflecting topological properties of topological spaces, 
and the relations between them we refer to [ Ill). A family of subsets 
of X is said to bi: lsca& finite whenever each x E X has a neighbour- 
hood whi{ch meets only finitely many members of that family. In [ 161 
it is shown that in any topological space X a locally finite, disjoint 
family W of non-void open subsets of X has cardinafity 1 WI < L(X). If 
G is a locally compact group, then there exists a locally finite disjoint 
family of non-void oflen subsets of G with cardinality L(G) if and only 
if G is non-compact. ‘:or further re rent;; we state this result in the 
following form (cf. [ 161). 
sposilhn 2,. L’,et G be a noiiz-compact locally compact group. FOP 
every cardinal number K < L(G) there i’s u kwdly finite disjoint family 
of non-void open subsets of G with tw&naNty K. CI 
no~athr~ Let X be a ctam$etely regular space of weight 
be an inldex se ). It ;s well-kno 
there exists a set (q$ I d E I} of continuous functions on X into tk inter- 
val [0, l] such that, for every x E X and every neighbourhood U of x, 
t!lere are a neighbourhood V of x, V C U, and an index i EF I such that 
#i (y) > $ whenever y E V and #i(v) = 0 whenever y E X \ U (for f.inite 
discrete spaces X this is trivial, for the case that w(X) 2 HO we refer to 
[5, proof of Thm. 2.3,.8)). In particular, the collection {& t i E I) separ- 
ates poinrts and closed sets in X. 
‘Let C be a locally compact group of Lindelijlf degree L(G) 2 w(X). If 
G is mnampact, then G has a locally finite, disjoint family of non-empty 
open subsets, which has cardinality w(X). Fix such a family and use I as 
an index set for it, say {G’ I i E I) (so we have, in fact, established aone-a 
to-one mapping of the set {@i I i E 1’) of’ functions mentioned above onto 
thislocally finite, disjoint family of non.-empty open subsets of G). @ix, 
for every i E I, ti E Ci, and let $+ : G + [O, I] be a continuous function 
such that Jli(ti) = 1 and *i(t) = 0 for every t E % \ C’i,, In addition, let 
for every g E 1, 
Bi = p-1<Ci) = ((s, t) i (s, t) E G x G, st- 1 E ci, . 
Bbsewe that (Bi I i E I) is a locally finite, disjoint family of non-empty ’ 
open subsets of G X G (p is continuous), 
Finally, let p : G X X -j, ;K be $2 continuous function, Then, for every I 
x E X, a function \k(x) : C X G +- [O, 1 ] can be defined by 
I (S, t, = C ~i(~i-‘) ~j[ p(Sp-lS, .~)J ) 
iE.f 
(s, t) E G X G. Indeed, J/&St-‘) = 0 for (s, t) 4 Ii’; ‘and the sets Ri are pair- 
wise disjoint. 
In the case that G is an infinite compzet topo?~ogical group and 
w(X) 6 L(G) = fc, we may take i= N and for {C, I i E IJ we may take 
a disjo-iint Sequence of non-empty open subsets of G (such a sequence 
exists whenever G is infinite). With & and $Q defined as before we defiie 
q(x) in this case by 
(“) ?k(x) (s, t) = 5 2-’ JIjT(st-‘) qb& p(st-‘s, x)1, Xe=X,(S,f)E~GXG. 
i=l 
In both cases, the functions P(x) are bounded on G X G for every 
x E %. Tn addition: , 
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L/et x E,X, If 9(x) i:; defined by (*j, observe that the tight-hand 
member of (*) is a series whose terms are cuntinucus functions on 
G X G and which converges uniformly*on G X G. Consequently, “Y(x) 
is cotatinuous on G X G. 
In the other cam, obse:we that for every j E 4 the continuous function 
Js(x) : 0, t) b+ $pt-1) @j[p(st-‘s, xl1 
vanishes outside l$, whie {Bi I i E 1) forms a 10cally finite family. Con- 
sequently, the pointwise sum C (!P&x) I i E I) of these functions is con- 
tinuous on G X G, i.e. q(x) E C(G X G).cf 
In the follotving lemmas and theorems proofs are given on& for the 
ame ~4kre G is nowxmpact, because the proofs for the case where 
\t(x> is defined by (*) are almost literally the same. 
Immna 4.4, The ~mzpping * : x * @(x’) : x + aG x G) is continustrs. 
Proof. Let x E X and consider the neighbourhood &,,(K, e) of q(x) 
inCyG X G), E > 0 and K E G X. G compact. Be&use {Bi I i E I) is a 
locally finite family of subsets of G X 6, and because K is compact, 
there is a finite subset Jo E I sul:h that 
(4.1) KnB,=Q) wheneveriEIWO.l 
Now there is a neighbourhood U of x in X such that 
(4.2) I#j[P(st-ls, x)] - @&p(st-‘s, y)]l < ,/lr,l . 
for every y E U, (s, t) E K and I: E IO. Indeed, for every i E I,, the func- 
tion (u, y) * ei {p(u, y)] is continuous on G X X. Hence for every 
UE KY* = {W-l s I (s, t) E K) ther,2 are a neighbourhood Vu of x in X and 
a neighbourhood WU of ta in G such that, for every i EZ I*, we have 
I & [ p(u, x)1 - q+[ p(u, y)Jl < 42 I I01 whenever y E Vu and u E I$,. Since 
K* is compact, we may cover .K* with finitely many of the sets &,; 
then the desired neighbourhood U of x is the intersection of the corre- 
sponding neighbourhoods Vu of x. 
From (4.1) and (4.2) it follows easily that, for every y f U, 
PP(x)(s, t) - \k(y)(s, t)l< E 
whenever (s, t) E K. Hence q(u) C_ U .ulcx,(K, e), and the continuity of ‘9 
at x e: x is established. •I 
5. If we assume that p : G 
e, x) = x for every x E X, then 
+ X has the additional property 
: wlatively open and injective. 
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oaf. It is sufficient to show that, for any x E X and any neighbollr- 
hood U of x in X there are a compact set @ C C x G and an e > 0 such 
that 
(4.3 (y IyEX& 
Indeed, if (4.3) is satisfied, (0) is open in q(X) for evev open 0 C X. 
In addition, if x, y f X, x # y, then U= X \ {y-f is an open neighbour- 
hood of x in X, and it follows from (4.3) that some neighbourhood of 
q(x) does not contain q(y)., so that q(x) J: iI!( 
We proceed by proving (4.3). Let x E X and let U be an open 2eigh- 
bourhood of x in X By the special choice of the functions ei there is 
an. index j E 1 such that #/(x) > 4 and $l y) = 0 for every y E X \ U. 
Hence for all y E X \ U we have 
Recall that we fixed fi !S Ci such that $Q(Q) = 1 e Now let s0 = tr’ and 
*0 
2 -1 = sQ. Then we have so to so = e, and Soto -I = tj<; SO that (~‘0, to) E Bj . 
and $j (Sot;‘) = 1. Consequently, it follows from (4.~4) that 
for every y E X \ U. Hence to prove (4.3) it sufficels to take D = {(sg, ta)) 
ande=i.D 
Remark. It should be noticed that iI! is continuous and (in the case of 
Lemma 4.5) relatively open and injective if C(G X C j is enldowed with 
the point-open topology (in Lemma 4.5 we use&l only a one-point com- 
pact set 0). So the compact-open topology and ##he poi&+pen topology 
coincide on 9(.X). 
Theorem 4.6. Let G be an infinite 3ocdy comp~cd group.. The topok)gicd 
transformation group Fc is universal for the cl’ass of all topologicd tram 
formation groups (G, X, p) with X a comptetely regular topdogicat qxxe 
of weight w(X) < L(G), 
I?roof. Let (G, X, p) be a teg, X completely regular with w(X) sc L(G). 
Let * : X + C(G X G) be as before., Since p satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 4.5, * is a topological emkdding of X into C(G X G). So it 
only remains to show that, for ever-11 t E G, 
rt 0 = o pf 0 
This can be proved by means of a straightforward computation; which 
we leave to the reader. IJ 
mark. The class of ttg’s for which IQ is universal contains aI 
(G, X, p) with X a separable me&able space. Indeed, such a sp; 
w(X) < NO, and for every infinite locally compact group G we h‘i;tc 
L(G) 2 HO. If G is not only locally compact, but also O-compact, hen 
we have in Theorem 4.1 only separable me&able spaces X. For in this 
case L(G) =z HQ and every completely rg:gular space with w(X) < Ho is 
separable and met&able (use the well-known metrization theorem of 
Urysohn, [ 13, p, 1251). 
A simple application of Theorem 4.6 is the following. Let (d, X, pj 
be as before, and let %I! be the embedding of (G, X, p) into the .?.tg FG. -- 
Now the closure 9(X) of *(‘A?) in C(G X G) may be regarded as a COW 
pZerioPz ofX with respect o’s suitable uniformity for X Indeecl, q(X) 
is cinmplete with respect o th.e additive uniformity in C(G X G) because 
aC X G) itself is complete, and X is homeomorphic with a dense sub- 
set of m) So (G, X, 12) is embeddable in a ttg (G, %, ‘;;> where X is the 
completion of X with respect o some uniformity in X, and w(X) < _I__ 
w[C(c X G)] (take z =: J[a(X) and take for p” the restriction of r to 
6 K X). Since for any locally compact spat% 2 we-have w[ C(Z)] = N,. w(Z) 
(cf: f 167), it follows that we may assume that w(X) < w(G X G) = w(G). 
In our next theorem we remove the conditions on G and X (i.e. G infinite 
and w(X) < L(G)) frcm our hypothesis. 
Theorem 4.7. Let (H, X, p) be a ttg with Ha ZocalIy compact group, snd 
X a completely regular space. Then (ff, X, p) is densely embedduble in Q 
ttg (HP 2, j5 ), Mzere X is complete in a suitable untformiry. In additton, 
we may suppose that 
w(Z) < max(w(H), w(X)) . 
roof. If H is int’lnite and w(X) < L(H), we may apply the preceding 
remark in order TV obtain an embedding of (H, K; p) in a ttg (H, ?, ‘;;;>, 
where 2 is a cam Action of X such that ~(‘2) < ?w(H’). Since w(X) < 
< w(H), it is clear that, indeed, w(X) < max {w(H), w(X)). 
It is trivial for finite 
is an infinite locally compact group, and trivially L(G) >.L(M,) = U&J=: 
W efine p” : G X X + X by 
pw, a, x) = Pt’C x), . (t,s)EHx HOJEX. 
Then p” is continuous, and (G, X, p”) is a ttg. Now we may apply the 
peceding result: (G, X, p”) is embeddable in a ttg (G, 2, p*) such that 
X is a completion of X and 
w(X) < w(G) = w(H) l w(H,) = w(H) * lH,I 
=w(H)* w(X) = max{ w(H), w(X)) . 
If e. is the identity of HO, we may define; : H X _f + ,? by 
%t, Y) = p*W, eo), ~9, t E K Y E 2 e 
Then 5 is continuous, and (H, ?, ‘;;;) is a ttg with the de:sired property. 
Finally, suppose that w(X) < L(H) and H finite, Then L(H) = 1 HI l < trt,, 
and X is finite. In this case we may take (H, z, z) = (H, X, p). El 
Remark. Theorem 4.7 is a generalization of a result of tie Groat [7a],, 
where only o-compact groups H are considered and metrizable spaces X 
In that case there is a metrical uniformity in X such that each p’ :. X -+ .X 
is uniformly continuous, and for ?-one may take the completion of X 
with respect o this metrical uniform@ Then z is defined by taking for 
3’ the canonical extension of pf over X, f E H. ?Ioqryever, it is not all clear 
that this F is continuous on G X 2, as in our theolrern. [7a] contains no 
explicit mention of the continuity of F (only that each pt is a homeo- 
morphism), but the proof in [7a] may easily be acilapted in order to olb- 
tain the desired continuity. 
in mind the remarks preceding Definition 4.1 T our next lemma 
is an obvious conseque;lce of Proposition 3.5. 
Lemma 6.8. Let s1 be a el~~iformly bounded, equiccgntinuous invariant 
subset of C(G X G). Then the subsystem (G, 9$, T) of Fct is embeddable 
in a ttg (G, Y, T’) with compact phase space K. If, ,in addition, G is u-co 
pact, the3 Y may be supposed to be metrizable. CI 
ttg with a cQmplet 
us the question mary be rais 
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is Jk(R*) an equicontinuous family of functions on lc X G. A close inspec- 
tion of the proof of Lemma 4,3 reveals that a sufficient condition is the 
following: 
(I9 (G, X, p) is bounded (i.e., (p, I x E x) is equicontinuous on 
G) with respect o some uniformity U for X, and for every 
i E I, the function $i : X + [ 0,1] is uniformly continuous with 
respect o this uniformity U. 
However, the second half of this condition can always be fulfilled 
whenever the first half is. Indeed, the completely regular spaces arti ex- 
actly the uniformizable spaces [ 10, Thm. I. 151, and, in addition, in a 
uniform space X, for any x E X and any closed S E X such that x $ S, 
there is a lFunctionf : X + 10, l] with the following properties* f(x)= 1, 
f( y ) = 0 for all y EE S, and f is unifo&y continslous (cf. [ 10, Thm. I. 133 ). 
Consequently, if (G, X, p) is bounded with respect o a uniformity U, 
the functions $+, i E I, may be supposed to be uniformly continuous with 
reqject to U(cf. [5, proof of Thm. X3.81). So we have 
Lenlma 4.Y. Let (61, X, p) be a bounded ttg. Then the embedding 
!F : X + C(‘G x G) may be supposed to be such that \k(Xj is an equicon- 
tinuous subset of C(G X G). q 
eorem 4.10. Let (G, X, p) be a topological transformation group with 
G’ an infinite loca& compact group and X a completely regular space of 
weight w(X) < L(k). The folkowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (G, X, p) i& bounded, 
(ii) (G, X, p) is Iembeddable in ithe ttg (G, Y, p’) with compact phase 
space Y. 
!f G is a-compact and X is separable metrizable, then Y may be supposed 
to be metrizuble. 
roof. (i) * (ii). Cf. Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9. 
(ii) * (i). This i!; Proposition 3.3. lill 
. Let G be un infinite, o-::ompact Coca 
ble metrizable space, and let p : G X 
The following con&tions 
ct group, 
iY be such that 
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. Let G be a countable discrete group, let 
able space, and let p : G >( X + X be such that (GI X, a]r is a ttg 
Then (6, X, p) is embeddable in a ttg (G, Y, p’) with a compact metri- 
aable phase space Yq 
toof. Since G is discrete, (G, X, p) is bounded. In addition G is o-com- 
pact, so the result follows directly from Theorem 4.10.0 
Rmark. The essential fact in Corollary 4.12 is the met&ability otc Y. 
Irdeed, if C is discrete, one may take Y = PX, the Stone-&h compacti- 
fkation of X, and one may define an action of G on Y in the obvious 
way, taking as QJ’)~ the canonical extension of # over Y = flX, t E cf. 
Since G is discrete, pl : G X /3X + @X is continuous, and it is easy to see 
that (G, @X, p!) is a ttg in which (G, X, p.) is embeddable. HowFever, 6X 
is never me&able (unless X is a compact met&able space). C)ri@nally, 
Corollary 4.12 is due to e Groot and McDowell [7b]. Anotherr proof is 
given in [ 2, Coral; 3.4.111, and the case G = 2 is also handled in [ 1, 
Thm. 241. 
For ttg’s (6, X, p) with locally compact phase space X, Theorem 4.16 
does not really give any information; such ttg’s are bounded because they 
are embeddable in ttg’s (G, Y’, p’) with com!pact phase spaces Y’ = X w f-1 
(one-point comyactificstion). In that case no conditions on G are re- 
quired. 
Observe that the compact phase space Y in Theorem 4.10 may be sup- 
posed to be the closure of @(X) in the space flG X G). In that case Y is 
a compactification of X (i.e., X is homeomorphic with a dense subset of Y) 
and, in addition, w(Y) \< w[ C(G X G)]. Since for any locally compact 
space Z we have w f C(Z)] = w(Z) l H, (cf. [ 16]), we may supp(Dse that 
w(Y) 4 w(G X G) = w(G) (for infinite G we certainly have w(G) > NO). 
In our next theorem we remove the condition w(X) < L(G) and thg: non- 
finiteness of G from our hypothesis. 
Theorem 4.13. Let (H, X, p) be a bounded ttg with H cz (aoeaZZyN compact 
group and X a completely regular space, Then X, p) is embeddable ip1 
a ttg (H, Y, p’) such that Y is a compactification of X C( weight 
w(Y) \< max { w(H), w(X)} o 
Similar to the proof of Theore 
which was constructed there is bounded whenever 
_ 1 
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ark. Sn A i s . %xwm 4 6 we coule prove Ithat p7G is universal for the class 
-of &U ttg’s (C, AC9 p) with X a co@&~y re&xr space: of weight 
w(X) 6 L(G), Now the phase spnce C’(G >: G) of .AII has weight w[e(GX G)]= 
w(G X C) = w(G). For many locally compact groups G one has w(G)=L(G). 
Wowker, in [ 161 it has been &own that L(G) can be strictly smaller than 
W(G), Thus, it may occur (depending on G) that L(G) < w[ C(G X C)]. 
The author was unable to show that in such’ cases the system IQ is uni- 
versal for all ttg’s (G, X, a) with w(X) :$ w(C). 
Finally, in a forthcoming paper [ 17:1 a special case of Theorem 4.16 
has been imprcved: if G is Q-compact, hen a ttg is constructed with the 
Hilbert space ld2(G*X G) as phase space, which is universal for all ttg’s 
(G, X, p) with X a separable metrizable space, 
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